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Preface
Adopting computerised inventory control is inevitable. Over the past
decades, it has been possible for all pertient inventory factors af-
fecting a firm to be simulated on computer. By having the right
inventories of the proper quantities at the time needed, computeri-
sation can reduce average inventory levels and at the same time pro-
vide better customer service, maintain a smoother flow of raw mater-
ials to finished products, and reduce costs.
To some users, computerization is often a confusing and frustrating
process. The main causes are due to the followinq factors:
1. Staff of the firm concerned have never been exposed to com-
puter application and have difficulty in switching to com-
puterisation.
2. Responsible system analysts are not well acquainted with the
actual operating details, thus rendering the final packages
functioning less efficiently, and
3. Computer suppliers are rather sales oriented. Minimum
advice is provided during implementation period.
This thesis is an exploratory study on manufacturing computer users
in Hongkong.....
The objectives of the study are:
1. To identify the degree of acceptance of the computer as an analy-
tical tool for management decisions,
2. To determine the level of sophistication of the current computer-
ised inventory control systems, and
3. To suggest improvements.
The author is indeed indebted to all individuals providing him advice
and support. Special thanks are due to Professor H. Sutu, Dr. H. Kan
Lau and Mr. William A. Long. It is also the author's wish to express
his deep appreciation to Miss J. Au for all the tedious typing.
Hongkong
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1Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Objective of manufacturers
Why is a manufacturer in business?
There are a lot of nice sounding answers and valid reasons for
existence, such as:
Service to the community
Offer of a needed product
Place of emDlovment
But unless a PROFIT is realised, none of these services will con-
tinue to be provided./1
For a manufacturing concern with a profit-making objective, INVEN-
TORY, being the largest segment of the total assets, is a neces-
sary evil./2 Though it is not desirable to have large amount of
capital tied up in goods and materials which are apparently serv-
ing no useful purpose, there is no way of reducing the level
without taking considerable risks.....
/1 Burroughs Corporation, Burroughs Business Management System
(BMSTM) 1973. p.D1
/2 James C. Van Horne, "Inventory Management and Control".
Fundamentals of Financial Management, 2/e (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice Hall Inc., 1974), p.127
2.... Consequently great attention should be given to the manage-
ment of inventory in order to assure a fair return on investments
made. /3
/3 Robert J. Thierauf & Robert C. Klekamp, "Inventory Control
Models," Decision Making Through Operations Research, 2/e
(John Wiley & Sons Inc., 1975), p.343
31.2 Scope and objective of study
The computer is becoming more popular in Hongkong as reflected by
the growing number of computer suppliers and EDP consultants. /4
it is believed that all manufacturers will gradually accept the
computer as useful office equipment in the same way as are type-
writers and calculators.
This research project is limited mainly within the context of the
Hongkong manufacturers who have been making use of computers and
is directed to achieve the following:
1. The degree of acceptance of computer as an analytic
tool for inventory management,
2. The level of sophistication of the computerised inventory
control system now currently under use, and
3. The suggestion of appropriate improvements to enhance the
application of computer for inventory control.
/4 Computer Yearbook 1977
41.3 Research methodolo and limitations
Methods of collecting information
1. Library research- Up-to-date literature and perioaicais are
scarce in both the libraries of the Chinese University of
Hongkong and the University of Hongkong. The theory of inven-
tory control has dealt solely with the continuous or indepen-
dent demand inventory systems. Recently more emphasis had
been put on dependent demand inventory systems which involves
material requirement planning and discrete requirement lot
size calculations. A brief idea of Material Requirement Plan-
ning (MRP) is illustrated in Appendix 7.
2. Direct mail- The questionnaire was designed and pretested to
ensure the questions would elicit the desired information for
analysis. Furthermore the questionnaire was laid out in such
a way that the respondents could complete it by quickly check-
ina off the appropriate answers.
53. Personal interviews- Interviews were arranged with key person-
nel of the manufacturing firm in charge of inventory control
function. Interviews were on an informal basis and usually
were general discussions of such things as current methods of
inventory control and problems perceived.
Sampling design
This survey is made up of Hongkong manufacturers who are alread
using computers.
To get an exhaustive list of all manufacturers using computers is
practically impossible. However, the manufacturers indicated in
the 1977 Computer Yearbook can be taken as a good representation.
According to the 1977 Computer Yearbook, 37 manufacturers are cur-
rently using computers (see Appendix 1).
Data collection
All data were collected from responses of the direct mail survey
and in-depth personal interviews. Questionnaires were mailed at
the end of November 1977, and fifteen out of thirty-seven manu-
facturers replied before mid-January 1978. In-depth interviews
were conducted with key personnel from four manufacturers during
January 1978.
6Method of analysis
Based on the returned questionnaires the responses for each ques-
tion were tabulated to reveal the percentage of importance placed
on the available options. For each section a conclusion was made
on the trend and the general behaviour towards the problem of
inventory control and related matters for the sample so chosen.
From the in-depth interviews, the information obtained was gener-
ally reported and discussed qualitatively.
Limitation of the study
The main drawback was the estimate of the sample which, for this
survey, was deliberately based on the 1977 Computer Yearbook.
The list only represented the manufacturers up to the end of 1976.
Probably in 1977 the number had increased. However, it is expectei
that the increase will not affect the validity of the findings of
this survey.
7Chapter 2: Nature of inventory
2.1 Categories of inventory
It is only under extremely rare conai zi ons zndti IfldflUTd( l.U r e r Lars
operate without inventories. In practice it is necessary to main-
tain inventories of at least three categories:-5
1. Raw material held to supply a production process,
2. Semi-processed goods- held during production cycle, and
3. Finished goods- held for sales distribution.
The various types of inventories involved in a manufacturing opera-
tion are show in Illustration 1.
/5 E.S. Buffa W.H. Taubert, Nature of Production-Inventory
Systems, Production Inventory System: Planning and Control,
2/e (Richard D. Irwin Inc., 1972), pp.14-21
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Source: N. L. Enrick, Modern inventories: The Management Seience Approach"
Inventory Management, (Science Research Associates, Inc.), p.4
92.2 Factors for existence of inventory
Inventory investment is common to all types of industries, although
the emphasis varies according to the industry and type of products./6
Generally existence of any of the following factors will lead to a
need of inventory and most business situation contains a combina-
tion of these: /7
1. Variation in demands for products,
2. Variation in production lead time,
3. Variation in delivery lead time of raw material,
4. Variation in production rates,
5. Variation in cost of labour,
6. A demand and capacity condition requiring batch production,
and
7. Some costs associated with shortage or delayed deliveries.
/6 D.A. Barrett, Objectives of An Inventory Control System,
Automatic Inventory Control Techniques, 2/e (Redwood Press
Ltd. 9 1972) 3 p.6
Scientific Inventory Management, 1/e (Prentice Hall Inc.,
1970), p,287
/7 Buchan & Konnigsberg, Inventory:Theory and Practice,
10
2.3 Dilemma of inventory investment
Big stock keeps the operational people happy/.8
1. Sales Department likes a situation where anything they sell
is available off the shelves because this makes customers
come back for more,
2. Production Department likes a situation where material for
whatever has to be manufactured is available from stock, and
3. Purchasing Department prefers a few orders to many small
orders because it makes less paper work and enables them to
get lower prices.
Unfortunately big stocks are expensive. The biggest expense is
usually the expense of financing stock.9 It is absolutely wasteful
to carry HK$l million of stock if similar results can be achieved
by half a million Hongkong dollars.
/8 P. Bailey, "Stock and Profitability", Successful Stock Control
(Gower Press Ltd., 1971), p.8
/9 D.A. Barrett, Objectives of An Inventory Control System,
Automatic Inventory Control Techniques, 2/e (Redwood Press Ltd.,
1972), pp.2-3
11
Financial cost is not the only one.'' Big stocks require:
1. Big stores to accommodate them,
2. More staff to handle them, and
3. More office work to keep track of them.
Big stock can also lead to big losses because of product deteriora-
tion and obsolescence.
2.4 Necessity for control system
The right inventory is one that strikes a proper balance.'L'' That
is,
1. Adequate to meet reasonably expected demands, and
2. Large enough to support selling efforts, but not so large
as to be excessively costly or so highly diversified as to
preclude efficient production.
/10 P. Bailey Stock and Profitability, Successful Stock Control,
(Gower Press Ltd., 1971), p.8
/11 N.L. Enrick, Foreword, Inventory Planning, (Science Research
Associates, Inc., 1968), p.xiii
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All the above initiates the necessity of an inventory control sys-
tem with the objective of reducing the total cost associated with
maintaining an inventory.
2.5 Various cost aspects for inventory investment
Generally the cost factors considered in inventory investment
fall into three cateories:/l2




Other costs associated with the physical presence
of goods.
2. Costs of operation include the cost of
Placing orders,
Maintaining records, and
Costing for batch production.
3. Other costs such as shortages for failure to meet demands.
/12 H.A. Taha, "Inventory Models", Operation Research, (MacMillan
Pusblishing Co., Inc., 1971), pp.438-440
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2.6 Cost of holding stock
The sole objective of a firm is to make reasonable PROFIT by render-
ing a SERVICE at the least COST. Regarding service to the customer,
ZERO stockout is perhaps the simplest target- Thus ensuring con-
tinuous availability of items required.
The manufacturer which is never out of stock certainly helps to
gain and retain customers. But the manufacturer that never runs out
of anything has just too much in stock. Consequently no compensa-
tion for the money paid out can be realized until those stocks are
sold.
It is likely that inventory stays in storage only for a limited
time and eventually is sold. But at any point of time there will
always be a certain amount of inventory that represents a contin-
uous investment of money which is providing no apparent return and
/l3
is usually ONE of the MAJOR cost of holding stock.
/13 D.A. Barrett, "Objectives of An Inventory Control System,
Automatic Inventory Control Techniques, 2/e (Redwood Press
Ltd., 1972), pp.2-3
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Table 1 presents a rough estimation of the cost elements comparea
to the average inventory value.
TABLE I
COST ELEMENTS AS PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE INVENTORY VALUE
Nature of Lost invoiveaPercentageClassification
aepenaing on neea forCost of capital 8-15% p.a.
capital and company's
liquidity
depending on types ofCost of 0-30% p.a.
product; the problem is
obsolescence
less severe with staple
merchandise
depending on types ofCost of insurance 0.2-4% p.a.
products
depending on bulkiness ofStorage cost 5% p.a
item and special handling
equipment
Remark: Due to a number of varinie factors, total cost of carrying
inventory has a wide possible range, from 8% to 60% p.a.
in and individual case.
Source: D.A. Barrett, "Objectives of An Inventory Control System",
Automatic Inventory Control Techniques, 2/e (Redwood Press
Ltd., 1972), pp. 8-12.
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Suppose that a manufacturer could release Hongkong dollar 'S' from
inventory by reducing its average value from Hongkong dollar 'I'
to Hongkong dollar 'I-S' and assuming the return on investment is
r% p.a., then the benefit to the company from such reduction in
stock level is Hongkong dollar rI per year. Therefore by keeping
Hongkong dollar I invested in inventory, the company is forfeiting
a possible earning of Hongkong dollar rI p.a. from other investment
- this figure can thus be reckoned as the cost of holding stock.
There are a number of other costs relating to holding stock.
Their relative importance varies widely according to the individual




COST ELEMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH HOLDING STOCK
Nature of Cost InvolvedClassification
Capital to produce or purchase inventoryInterest
items must be secured by (1) borrowing
from a bank or (2) reducing other planned
use of the money (such as buying new
machinery or equipment, increasing sales
and promotional efforts). Generally firms
charge interest in stock.
Few items improve with age. There is alwaysObsolescence, deteri-
the danger of equipment or products becom-oration spoilage
ing out of date. Equally important is the
danger of deterioration, spoilage, and
damage from various types of insercts, from
heat, cold or other causes.
Storage is expensive, regardless of whetherStorace and materials
it consumes space in one's own building
(which could be used for more profitable
alternatives) or is rented. Moreover, shift-
ing and changing of storage areas and loca-
tions can only be effected with appropriate
handlinq equipments.
Fire, windstorm, floods, theft, explosionsInsurance
and other hazards require insurance coverage,
Taxes vary with localities. They involveTaxes
not only the items in storage, but also the
buildina used for this purpose.
All recordings and reports concerning move-Record systems
ment of stock require tremendous labour
although much of this work may be computer-
ized, there is nevertheless the need for
hand-prepared forms on individual trans-
actions before processing by the computer.
Source: N.L. Enrick, "Modern Inventories: The Management Science
Approach", Inventory Management, (Science Research Associates
Inc., 1968), p.5
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2.7 Cost of stock-out
These are usually referred to shortages or failure to meet customers
demands. Shortage costs are those penalties which the manufacturers
pay when the demand exceeds the supply. It is not only extremely
difficult to guarantee that demands will always be met, but it is
/14also likely that such guarantee may be too costly
The penalties for shortages can be incurred in a number of ways,
such as:
1. Shortage can be met by priority shipment. Penalty cost is
then the difference between the cost of priority shipment
and routine deliveries,
2. Shortage can be satisfied by back order. Penalty cost is
then a loss of goodwill and possible patronisation of com-
aetitors who can provide better service, and
3. The extreme effect of shortage results in lost customers.
Penalty cost is then not only the lost sale but also the
discounted loss of future customers.
/14 P. Bailey "Stock and Profitability", Successful Stock Control
(Gower Press Ltd., 1971), p.11
18
There are a number of other costs relating to stock out. Table 3
illustrates the possible cost elements for a manufacturing company
It is relatively difficult to evaluate snortage costs. uirect
measures of shortage costs can only be obtained in rare csases,
and then with only limited precision. It is easier to associate
an implied shortage cost with a given level of service and the
relationship is then presented to management for evaluation.L15
/15 Buckan & Konnigsberg, "Inventory: Theory and Practice",
Scientific Inventory Management, 1/e (Prentice Hall Inc.,
1970), p.287
TABLE 3
COST ELEMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH STOCK-OUT
Source Area Nature of Cost Involved
Stockouts mean idle machine and equipment time makeMachines or
up pay to operators, and lowered moral (if stockout5equipment
and interruptions occur too frequently).
Same as machines or equipment.Assembly lines
Maintenance Failure to have on hand the right repair parts, pro-
per supplies, most suitable tools, and other needed
materials is unlikely to contribute to keeping mach-
ines in an excellent state of maintenance and repair.
Unexpected and unduly high downtimes arising from
frequent breakdowns and long periods of repair (while
waiting for parts or using unsuitable parts but
making do) are the price paid.
Instead of being busy with production, distribution,Clerical
and sales efforts, highly paid executives, managers,
and staff people are likely to be involved in essen-
tially clerical efforts-trying to locate desperately
needed parts, supplies, materials, and merchandise.
Expediters, clerical staff, and others will be simi-
lary occupied. A crisis-oriented operation rather
than a planning-conscious atmosphere may prevail,
with its effect on moral all the way up and down the
organizational strata.
Unavailability of the designed, planned, and intend-Quality
ed items or materials may force people to utilize
substitutes that result in inferior quality or per-
formance.
Unwarranted failures to have merchandise on hand orCustomer
to deliver goods on time results in customer annoy-
ance and, ultimately, losses.
Source: N.L. Enrick, Modern Inventories: The Management Science
Approach, Inventory Management, (Science Research Associates
Inc., 1968), p.6
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2.8 Fundamentals for inventory management
Balancing the financial and other advantages of low stock against
the operational convenience of high stock is not only an abstract
one, but also an essential one for investment in inventory to be
the most profitable alternative for the company.
To prevent shortages by carrying plenty in stock is like any forrr
of insurance: the more that is paid, the greater the protection
that is got./16
The fundamentals for inventory investment may be reduced tc
1. What are the products to be carried in stock?
2. How many of them should be kept?
3. When should an order be issued for a particular product?
4. How much should be ordered for a particular product?
/16 P. Bailey, "Fixing Order Levels", Successful Stock Control,
(Gower Press Ltd., 1971), pp.107-114
21
Chapter 3: Inventory Control
3.1 Meaning of inventory control
The term inventory control is used in different senses by different
people. Accountants regard it as simply book-keeping while the
mathematicians tend to take it as a branch of probabilistic fore-
casting./17
In actual practice 'Inventory Control' means the systematic regu-
lation of the quantity and variety of stock. More precisely,
'Inventory Control' means to reduce the total cost associated with
maintaining the inventory necessary for the efficient operation of
the company.
/17 P. Bailey, "Fixing Order Levels", Successful Stock Control,
(Gower Press Ltd., 1971), pp.107-114
22
3.2 Scientific control and implementation on computer
Those who are familiar with the inventory control problems of
manufacturing companies will appreciate computerised inventory
control system. The computer not only allows quantitative evalua-
tion of all pertinent inventory facts affecting the organisation
on a whole, but also will provide a better control system./18
Illustration 2 shows part of the flow chart for a 'Computer
Control Proqram'.
Computer's tremendous speed of processing the inventory control
decisions enables the manufacturers to achieve reductions in
stock levels for both raw materials, maintainance items and sup-
plies. The reduction is even more significant for finished goods.
/18 R.J. Thierauf & R.C. Klekamp, "Inventory Control Models,"
Decision Making Through Operations Research, 2/e (John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1975), pp.183-184
23
ILLUSTRATION 2
Portion of flow chart for inventory control system
Source: P. Bailey, "Stock and Profitability", Successful Stock
Control, (Gower Press Ltd., 1971), p.7
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3.3 Merits and drawbacks of computer control
For inventory decisions by intuitive method, Table 4 shows various
types of actual situations that may occur and erroneous decisions
that might be made as well as the consequence involved. The list
is not exhaustive. It only covers most of the commonly observed
situations.
Quantitative evaluation also involves some errors. For instance:/19
1. Stock-out may occur more often than anticipated,
2. Inventory build-up may turn out to be inadequate for
peak season demand, and
3. Lead time may have changed.
However, the above errors will be less likely to occur. Even when
they do happen, they are usually less serious.
/19 P. Bailey, "Stock and Profitability", Successful Stock Control,
(Gower Press Ltd., 1971), pp.5-6
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TABLE 4
DRAWBACKS OF INTUITIVE INVENTORY DECISIONS
Actual Situation Error Involved in DecisionDecision Made
Prevailing
Frequent ordering of items willOrder smallLow unit cost
raise clerical and book-keepingouantitiesper item
costs and may skyrocket trans-
portation (shipping-in) expenses.
Needlessly high costs of carryingOrder largeHigh unit cost
large inventories for long periods,Der item quantities
risk of obsolescence, deterioration
and spoilage during storage.
Storage space is tied up, inventor-Place ordersShort delivery-
ies are inflated, and spoilage be-too earlytime items
fore use or sale may occur.
Risk of stockout, affecting salesPlace ordersLong delivery-
or production or both.too latetime items
Since set ups are part of the totalScheduleHigh set up
costs of production runs, undulyshort runscosts
high product costs may result.
Build up of stock may create hand-ScheduleLow set up
ling and storage problems and need-lon4 runscosts
less charges of carrying inventory.
Surplus goods that may have to beBuild upDeclining market
inventory sold at distress prices.demand
Lost sales, customers and marketsReduceExpanding market
because of inability to deliverinventory
goods.
Maximal overtime production duringKeep inven-Seasonal
season will usually not be able totory constantproducts
keep up with peak weeks or months
of season, and there will be no sea-
sonally buildup inventory to draw on.
Source: N.L. Enrick, "Modern Inventories: Management Science Approach",
Inventory Management (Science Research Associate, Inc., 1968),
p.7
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3.4 Inventory control by 'Usage Value'
Inventory control procedures are expensive, especially for sophis-
ticated computer systems. To effect inventory control with the
least cost, 'Usage Value' method should be adopted. /20
Illustration 3 gives a typical stock range in percentage or
total items) curve against respective 'Usage Value'. From the
curve, it can be observed that one standard control procedure
based on the average inventory value may not be appropriate for
all items. Alternatively, several procedures, each tailored to
fit the various usage groups, should be adopted./21
For a three group classification as shown in Illustration 3, the
'A' items should be closely controlled while the 'C' items can
be loosely controlled.
/20 P. Bailey, "Stock and Profitability", Successful Stock Control,
(Gower Press Ltd., 1971), pp.27-38
/21 Franklin G. Moore, "Controlling Inventories," Manufacturing
Management, 5/e (Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1969), pp.767-768
27
ILLUSTRATION 3






Percentage of total items
Source: Franklin G. Moore, "Controlling Inventories," Manufacturing
Management, 5/e (Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1969), p.768
According to the ABC classification, the percentage of each group
is as follows:/22
1. 'A' items - typically 10% of the items stocked, but account
for 60% to 80% of the total investment,
2. 'B' items - about 15-30% of total investment, but covering
25% of total items, and
3. 'C' items - about 50-70% of total items, but only accounts
for 5-10% of total investment.
/22 Franklin G. Moore, "Controlling Inventories", Manufacturing
Manaqement, 5/e (Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1969), pp.767-768
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3.5 Solution of inventory problem
The solution of the inventory problem is a set of specific values
of controllable variables that minimise the total cost of the
inventory system and provide an acceptable or economical level of
service at the expected demand or usage rate. To realise this
minimum cost objective a set of appropriate decision rules must
be developed to fit the particular situation. This will require
the followinq:/23
1. An inventory model, which is a mathematical description
of the inventory situation which accounts for all factors
affectinq inventories and their interaction, and
2. Appropriate data on cost, demand and lead time necessary
to solve the model.
The level of sophistication for each model will depend on the
unique characteristics of the situation involved.
/23 R.J. Thierauf & R.C. Klekamp, "Operations Research An
Introduction", Decision Making Through Operations Research,
2/e (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1975), pp.11-29
29
3.6 Factors to be included in inventory control model
Although the financial consideration is perhaps of prime importance,
it is not the only factor to be taken into account. Other consid-
erations are usually put on operational matters, such as/24
1. Cost involved in running the warehouse,
2. Cost incurred in handling orders, and
3. Cost for accounting work, including the aay to day record-
ing of transactions and the reproduction of reports and
nalysis.
Equally important is the need to obtain regular ana valia forecast
of demand, lead time and other related costs. /25 Forecasting is
extremely importance due to the ability of the model to provide an
idea of the future trend by extropolating the past data.
/24 Buckan & konnigsberg, "Inventory: Theory and Practice,"
Scientific Inventory Management, l/e (Prentice Hall Inc.,
1970), p.287
/25 John F. Magee, "Guide to Inventory Policy, Part III
Anticipating Future Needs, Havard Business Review,
January - February, 1956.
30
3.7 Prerequisite properties of mathematical models for inventory control
To be useful, a model must consider and evaluate decision procedure
which are practical in real life situations. Furthermore it must
also be a mathematical model applicable to the users. Generally
speaking the desired properties of a mathematical inventory model
L26
includes the following:-
1. Ability to make correct prediction of outcomes of various
possible courses of action,
2. Optiomal decision rules retracted from the model will indeed
yield the best possible decision relative to the chosen
criteria and implementation will produce the results desired,
3. Model must be explanatory rather than merely descriptive.
Any model must be validated with historical data, and
4. The prediction model must embrace the forecasting rule, the
decision rule and the validated casual model.
/26 R.J. Thierauf &R.C. Klekamp, "Operations Research An
Introduction", Decision Making Through Operations Research,
2/e (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1975), pp.11-29
31
3.8 Basic inventory control models
All inventory control models have one of the following basic forms
for 'Reorder Point'-P and the 'Order Quantity'-Q:/27
(Fixed order quantity policy),1. Q fixed, P fixed
(Regular replenishment of2_ Q fixed. P variable
quantity policy),
(Optimal replenishment policy), and3. Q variable, P fixed
4. 0 variable, P variable (Replenishment)
The 'Fixed order quantity model' is described in Appenaix 5.
Due to the different assumptions regarding to the values of codts,
demands and other operating constraints, there are many ways of
evaluating the parameters 'P' and 'Q'. One of the popular method
of determining them are as below:/28
1. Reorder Point is estimated in relation to the service levei
the company intends to achieve, and
2. Order Quantity is determined in relation to the reorc
level, usuage rate, lead time, cost of storage, cost
order, and etc.
/27 E. Naddar, Terminology, Inventory Systems, kjonn wiiey
Sons, Inc., 1966), pp.11-15
/28. P. Bailey, Fixing Order Quantity, Successful Stock Control,
(Gower Press Ltd., 1971), pp.66-74
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Throughoutthe recent years , a number of inventorymodels , espec -
ially those ultilising the probabilisticapproach , had been deve -
loped . Table 5 shows a comprehensivelist of all the available
models . At this stage , some of those models are undoubtedlyclosely
tied to highly mathematicaltechniquesand can only be managed by
mathematicalgenius . 29 Consequentlythe majority of them have not
yet found actual use in industry.
TABLE5
AVAILABILITYOF INVENTORY CONTROL MODELS
1 . Multiplere - order policy models
2 . Fixed review times models
3 . Batchedorder models
4 . Price breaks models
5 . Multi - Productmodels
6 . Known shortagecost models
7 . Fixed service level models
8 . Queuemodels
9 . Linear programmingmodels
10 . Dynamic programmingmodels
11 . Multi - stage dynamicmodels
12 . In process inventorymodels
Source : Buckan Konnigsberg, " Inventory: Theory & Practice" .
ScientificInventoryManagement, l / e ( Prentice Hall
Inc . , 1970) p . 287
29 Buckan& Konnigsberg, " Inventory: Theory and Practice" .
ScientificInventoryManagement, l / e ( PrenticeHall Inc . ,
1970) , p . 287
33
Chaater 4: Questionnaire Analysis
4.1 Questionnaire design
The questionnaire was designed to establish the following object-
ives of this research:
1. The level of sophistication of the computerised inventory
control systems now under use,
2. The degree of acceptance of the computer as an analytical
tool for management decision, and
3. The suggestion of improvements.
The questionnaire was designed in a way such that the interviewer
could complete it in just a few minutes by checking the appro-
priate answers.
The questionnaire was divided into five section as follows
1. Hardware configuration
To establish the range of the equipments now currently
used.
2. Software configuration




To establish the extent of man power ultilization in con-
nection with computer application.
4. Policies regarding inventory
To establish the importance of proposed parameters for
policy setting.
5. Inventory control
To establish the control characteristics of the control
system in current practice.
Appendix 4 shows the details of both the covering letter and the
questionnaire.
4.2 Response from direct mail survey
A total of thirty-seven questionnaires had been sent out. In order
to provide a personal touch, all covering letters were individually
typed and addressed to the Managing Director of the manufacturer
concerned.
In total there were thirteen responses and the response rate was
35%, which was significantly high for such kind of survey.
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In the analysis section, only eleven responses were taken into
consideration. The other two responses were discarded because
one had terminated the use of computer due to severe frustration
during implementation, and the other had delayed the implementa-
tion of the inventory control until next year.
4.3 Section 1 hardware configuration
Question 1










What is the configuration of your system?
No. of Percentage
Response
1. Visible record 91
system
2. Magnetic cassette 18
system











2. Data entry terminal
556
with CRT displays
2 183. Card readers
8 734. Maqnetic disk drive




'CRT' means 'Cathode ray tube'
2
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1. Comau ter's terminal
273printer
7382. Line printer
7383. Magnetic disk drive

















3. HK$200,000 to 1 17HK$299,000
1 174. Over HK$300,000
1006Total
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Conclusion for Section 1
It can be observed from this section that most of the manufacturers
are either using 'Mini-computer' computer system or small computer
system. According to the capabilities of such computer systems,
very complex applications can be handled easily. As a result, all
manufacturers involved in this research are implementing their
inventory control procedures on the computer.
The input and output peripherals depend heavily on magnetic disk
drive whereas the actual data entry and printout are respectively
made at 'Data-entry Terminals' and 'Line Printers'. Usually the
computer equipment for the manufacturers of this survey can execute
both the 'Data-entry' and 'Print-out' at the same time the pro-
cessor is performing other operations.....
This special computer feature is called multiple programming which
aims at effective ultilization of the CPU- /1 time and provides the
users with better computer productivity.
4.4 Section 2 software confiquration
Question 1









3. Disk operating 556
system




1 'CPU' means 'Central Processing Unit'
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Question 2
Applications and method of acquiring
Tailor-made Purchased Total
Applications In-house% Contracted% Package%
1. Invoicing 4 36 2 18 2 18 72
2. Accounts
receivable 3 27 5 45 1 9 81
3. Accounts
payable 2 18 5 45 2 18 81
4. Payroll 3 27 3 27 1 9 63
5. General
ledger 2 18 5 45 1 9 72
6. Purchasing 2 18 2 18 0 0 36
7. Inventory
control 4 36 5 45 2 18 99
8. Production
scheduling 0 0 3 27 0 0 27
9. Others 1 9 1 9 0 0 18
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Question 3




1. Yes 8 73
2. Nn 273
10011
Range of applications as suggested:
1. Production scheduling and costing,
2. Payroll,
3. Personnel statistics,
4. Fixed assets registers,















Conclusion for Section 2
The versatility of computer enables the users to implement a wide
scope of applications. Generally it covers all the accounting
aspects. By far the most important seemed to be the 'Inventory
Control'. As far as the survey indicates, all manufacturers would
like to exercise computerised inventory control.
It is also observed that a large portion of applications were pre-
pared by outside contractors according to the customer's specifi-
cation. Only in a few cases the applications were prepared by in-
house programming staff. This suggests that either
- the company concerned cannot afford to support a computer
department,
- the present level of business of the company concerned can
not Justi fv a computer department, or
- it is difficult to employ computer staff with sufficient
expertise due to shortage of such professional in Hongkong
At the present moment, the computer facilities for a number of manu-
facturers still had spare capacities for further applications or
for rental service to other manufacturers without computer.....
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According to the survey data, the acquisition of further computer-
ised packages will show a 50-50 split between 'In-house' and
'Contractor' development.
From this survey, it is also observed that the computers aaoptea
by the manufacturers in general will be mainly 'Mini-computer' in
the region of HK$200,000 to HK$300,000. But because of the rapid
changes in computer technology, computer equipment is subject to
a fairly high rate of obsolescence. Consequently, manufacturers
tend to shift from the 'purchase' option to the 'rental' in the
years ahead.
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4.5 Section 3 facility operation
Question 1

















Among the local manufacturing industry, there was not much
distinction between System Analysts, Programmer Analysts
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and Programmers. The three different tasks are usually
combined together and taken care by just one person with
title 'System Analyst'. That explains why the number of
response for 'Programmers' option is so low.
Question 3












3031. Sumbit job order
2. Direct access via 707
terminal
Total
N.B. the total number of response is zen inszeaa or eleven





What safeguards do you use to protect the integrity of data
and security of your computing system?
No. of
Response
1. Control physical access to 5
facility
2. Control electronic access by 10
authorised users
43. Back-up data base on tape
54. Back-uo data base on dis
5. Back-up data base on other
1means, such as visible records
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Conclusion for Section 3
Though a number of manufacturers claimed that they were having
a separate data processing department, the actual staff struc-
ture, except for two of them, did not support such claims.
Generally speaking the computer department did not have a com-
plicated structure and were usually consisting of not more than
five persons.
Regarding the control function, major importance was stressed
on the operational aspects of 'data control' and 'data submis-
sion' only.
From this survey, it is also observed that most of the manu-
facturers only allowed responsible person to have physical
access to the comduter facility
To provide protection against accidental damage of the data
base due to either manual faults or machine faults, back-up
data base were generally kept on magnetic tapes, cassettes
or magnetic disks.
4.6 SPrtinn 4 Policies reaardina inventorie
Question 1
What is the relative importance of your objectives in main-
taininq inventories of raw material?
Priority percentage
1 2 3 4 5 6
1. Minimise cost of order-
27 18 0 27 18 0ing and stock
2. Assure uninterrupted
operation of manufactur-
27 18 27 18 9 0ing process
3. Stabilise seasonal
fluctuation of price




0 27 27 18 18 0supply
5. Minimise capital tied
36 27 18 9 27 0up in inventory
0 0 0 9 0 96. Others
5 4 3 5 3Options with highest
5 4 2 1 3 6percentage
11 11 11 11 11 2Total no. of response
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Assuming that each of the given factors can oniy ee cnosen
once, the order of importance due to the aggregated response
was as follows:
1. Minimise capital tied up in inventory,
2. Stockpile against anticipated shortages or uninter-
ruption of supply,
3. Assure uninterrupted operation of manufacturing
process,
4. Minimise cost of ordering and stocking,
5. Stabilise seasonal fluctuation of prices of raw
material, and




What is the relative importance of your object in mainLainiiy
invpntnri of finished Goods?
Priority percentage
1 2 3 4 5
3b 3b Ib Ib y1. Assure stock on hand to
fill customer's order
9 18 9 36 182. Minimise warehouse cost
36 9 18 27 183. Minimise capital tied up
in inventory
0 21 36 9 184. Stabilise manufacturing
operation
18 9 18 9 365. Stockpile for seasonal
semand
Option with highest
3 1 4 5percentage
11 11 11 11 11Total no. of response
The order of importance was as follows:
1. Minimise capital tied up in inventory,
2. Assure stock on hand to fill customer's order,
3. Stabilise manufacturing operation,
4. Minimise warehouse cost, and
5. Stockpile for seasonal demand.
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Question 3
How do you dispose of manufactured goods that do not meet your
standards for first quality or that have become obsolete?
No. of Percentage
Response














5562. Use in some other way





Regarding second graded products and scraps during manufactur-
ing processes, they were usually sold at lower price, re-worked
if possible or used in some other ways so that revenues can be
generate in some other forms. Only a small portion of the
manufacturers would write off them as manufacturing overhead.
Question 5
Please rank the following in the order of (a) dollar value
(cost) and (b) storage space required.
In term of dollar value
Priority' percentage
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
36 45 18 0 0 0 01. Raw material
18 27 45 0 0 0 02. Goods in process
3. Finished goods, first 45 27 18 0 0 0 0
Quality
4. Finished goods, second 0 0 0 0 50 40 0
quality
0 0 0 100 0 0 05. Manufacturing supplies
0 0 0 0 50 40 06. Scrap or salvage goods
0 0 0 0 0 20 1007. Office supplies
3 1 2 5 6 4 7Options with highest
percentage
11 11 10 6 6 5 4Total no. of response
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The order of importance was as follows:
1. Finished goods, first quality,
2. Raw materials,
3. Goods in process
4. Manufacturing supplies,
5. Scrap or salvage goods,
6. Finished goods, second quality, and
7. Office supplies.
In terms of storages space
Priority percentage
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
36 45 20 0 0 0 01. Raw materials
27 27 40 20 0 0 02. Goods in process
3. Finished goods, first
36 27 20 0 0 0 0quality
4. Finished goods, second
0 0 0 40 0 33 25quality
0 0 20 40 33 0 05. Manufacturing supplies
0 0 0 0 66 17 256. Scrap or salvage goods
0 0 0 0 0 50 507. Office supplies
4Options with highest
3 1 2 5 6 7 7percentages
11 11 10 6 6 6 4Total no. of response
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The order of importance was as follows:
1. Finished goods, first quality,
2. Raw materials,
3. Goods in process
4. Finished goods, second quality,
5. Manufacturing supplies,
6. Scrap or salvage goods, and
7. Office supplies.
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4.7 Section 5: Inventory Control
Question 1





18 1009732. Goods in process





l002060206. Scrap or salvage goods
n l0012887. Office supplies
It can be seen that both 'raw material' and 'finished goods'
were given perpetual control. The reasons were simple:
1. These constituted the main support of the produc-
tion and selling functions, and














3648. Cost of capital
919. Others
Concerning the cost parameters administered by the control





4. Handling cost, and
5. Cost of capital.
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Question 3










How often do you review the requirements and parameters of




1. Regular intervals 647
(range 1-3 months)
2. Irregular intervals 364
as rPniiirP
10011Total
It was noted that forecasting functions had been widely in-
corporated in the 'inventory control module' and they were
later found out to be the moving averages method.
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It was also found out that cost parameters were reguiariy
revised either automatically by built-in subroutines or by
manual nverridina when the situations warranted.
Question 5
If your inventory control system is computerised, what criteria






91112. Value (cost) of item
4553. Type of control
4. Warehouse space 00
reau i red
5. Volume carried in 9111
inventory
6. Necessity to avoid
556stock-out
007. Others
It can be observed that only four parameters as follows were
aiven heavy emphasis:
1. Value of item,
2. Volume carried,
3. Type of control, and
4. Necessity to avoid stock-out.
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Chapter 5: Interview Analysis
5.1 General comment on interviews
Four in-depth interviews were conducted. These interviews were
very informative and presented a good exposure of inventory pro-
blems within the manufacturing industries.
5.2 Management view of inventory
All of the interviewees admitted that inventory is a necessary
drain on existing resources. It is just something that no one has
ever been able to eliminate and it is hardly a 'productive' asset
such as a new machine or tool.
They further agreed that inventory helps tremendously in
1. Absorbing the effects of errors in forecasting demand,
2. Permitting more effective use of facilities in face of
sales fluctuation, and
3. Isolating part of the operation from the next in order to
permit each to work more effectively.
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5.3 Management view of computer as a tool
During the interview, one interviewee stated that the purposes of
acquiring computer facilities for their operation could be summar-
ised as follows:
1. Faster processing of all primary transactions,
2. Availability of more timely and accurate management report,
3. Minimisation of capital tied up in inventories by keeping a
close watch on the growth pattern,
4. Evaluation of the bad debt situation by keeping a close
watch on every of their customer accounts, and
5. Provision of comparative report on budgetary and actual per-
formance so that any abnormal deviations can easily be spot-
ted and rectified before it is too late.
Another interviewee said that computer was now more or less like
some other office equipment which was just indispensible.
Obviously all manufacturers would desire to have all their trans-
actions and their ultimate effect on the organisation, especially
in the financial aspects, be systematically evaluated within a short
time.
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There is also an increasing amount of information necessary for
every manufacturer in dealing with multi-item inventories. To be
able to manage the inventory efficiently, they all felt that re-
levant information in organized forms must be obtained for the
manager to function effectively. In this respect, only a computer
with programmed decision packages can handle the job with ease.
5.4 Problems durinq computer implementation
The interviews revealed a number of problems which usually arose
soon after the decision for acquiring computer equipment was made
Primarily these were attributed to:
I. Manufacturer- The existing staff, being in fear of redundance,
would not co-operate and made the transitional
period chaotic,
The responsible executive, being unfamilar with
automatic data processing could not identify
the pros and cons of a system at the planning
stage,
Sophisticated applications, such as inventory
control, together with forecasting and smoothing
techniques, were a bit too much for them to
accept with full confidence, and
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The lack of a good inventory policy in current
practice becomes apparent.
II. Computer Supplier- The lack of salesman with sufficient system
knowledge to offer wide range of advice during
planning stage,
The suppliers are usually sales-oriented only,
The computer salesmen are generally not in co-
ordination with their systems people. The sales
men always promised too many features which fre-
quently turned out to be impossible for their
programming staff to implement, and
The available standard packages are designed for
application either in the United States or
European countries. As a result, they are gen-
erally not necessarily suitable for application
in Hongkong.
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5.5 Prominence of inventory control among other computerised applications
Basically every computer installation is centered around the account-
ing aspects. Inventory control is just a related module of the whole
package and is generally tied up with accounting details, i.e. record-
ing the receipt and issue of goods, damages, losses, adjustments, and
so forth.
In addition to any accounting transaction made against an item in
inventory, control procedures were initiated. Control systems cur-
rently practised include the following:
1. Checking the balance against reorder level,
2. Checking for delivery position of order previously placed,
and
3. Issuing a buyer's guide report for the purchasing depart-
ment to take appropriate actions.
In only two cases were more advanced control features empioyea as
fnl lnws:
1. Re-calculate the economic order quantity,
2. Re-forecast demand, and
3. Re-estimate the reorder level in anticipation of the re-
vised demand.
5.6 Some examples of inventory control
One well-famed motor manufacturer maintained control on the key
items only, because such items represented the biggest portion of
the total inventory in dollar value. Not much attention was paid
to other items so long as there were sufficient of them in stock
to keep the production line going.
One electric fan manufacturer made constant review of all the para-
meters at monthly intervals. The objective was anticipation of
price changes and shortages from the country of supply. At one
time they kept sufficient stock to last for six months production
whereas the general level was only two months supply.
A soft drink manufacturer recognized the benefit of automatic fore-
casting techniques. The control system, based on exponential smo-
othing, provided a means of accurately predicting trends and fore-
casting the demand for a specific type of soft drink. For normal
season, a weighting factor of 0.1 was used. In case of exceptional
sales forecast, the smoothing constant could be manually overridden.
Other parameters for the control system were automatically adjusted




6.1 Need for mathematical treatment for inventory control
Today every manufacturer is faced with the dilemma of attempting to
maintain stable production operation, to provide customers with
satisfactory service on the one hand and to keep investment in inven-
tory at reasonable levels on the other.
The latter problem had been inevitably answered by focussing on bet-
ter means for recording, filing and displaying information and at
better ways of doing the necessary clerical work. Even with the
aid of a computer this can only be referred to as 'efficient data
handling' rather than 'efficient control'.
As business has grown, it has become more complex. Manufacturing
manager used more time to tackle the not so well defined and unstruc-
tured problems, such as personnel relationship, labour shortages,
sources of material suppliers, and so forth. As a result there is
a growing need for 'inventory control' being implemented on the dig-
ital computer to handle the well defined but time consuming process
of i nventorv control problems for them.
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From experience abroad, it has been claimed that scientific inven-
tory control schemes in some situations reduced inventory by as
much as 25%. This kind of saving simply justifies the applicabi-
lity of such control methods as well as the investment in the re-
quired equipment.
In the case of some existing computer facilities, capacity may
prove to be insufficient for the implementation of a comprehensive
and sophisticated inventory control scheme. In such instances, sim-
ple static models, such as the 'Simple lot size model' in Appendix
5, may still be better than none at all. Strictly speaking no real
situation is static. However, changes often occur so gradually
that simple static models may be used to good advantages if their
parameters are adjusted periodically.
Furthermore, an exact optimum may not be possible in all practical
situation, or else an 'optimum' solution is not very meaningful in
light of the crudeness of the primary data. Practical experience
of some firms has shown that the losses in accuracy is so slight
that such simple methods are highly justified on economic grounds.
When graph of the procurement cost and stock holding costs are
plotted as in Illustration 4, it can be seen that the total cost
in the neighbourhood of the optimal order quantity is relatively...
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insensitive to moderate small changes to amount ordered. THus a
good return can be secured with fairly crude cost data and a sim-













Source: N.L. Enrick, Optimum Order Quantities and Lot Sizes,
Inventory Management, Science Research Associates Inc.,
1968, p.15
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6.2 Need fnr Pmnhis nn nlannina and implementation
The reliability of the solution obtained from the chosen mathema-
tical model depends on the validity of such model in representing
the real system. Therefore, once an appropriate inventory model
had been formulated, it must be tested with actual data. Although
the data required need not be as precise as those in the physical
sciences, they must be such that tests of significance can be car-
ried out.
Implementation by far is the most important function. There can
be no payoff without good implementation. In the simplest context,
it should mean the conversion of the model into an effective work-
ina system includinq the following major task centres:-
1. Designing the appropriate forms for information flow,
2. Planning the appropriate procedures to be adopted should
the new system come to function, and
3. Training of personnel to take up the responsibility of
both operation and collection of feedback information for
control purposes.
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6. 3 Necessity for forecasting function
Stock is held to meet future requirements. Over- estimating requeire-
ments lead to excess stock while under- estimating requirements lead
to shortages, both of which are undesirable. As a result, forecast-
ing is important to match stocks more closely with expected demand.
Inevitably forecasts include errors, but impacts of such errors can
be made less destructive by providing premium stock or buffer stock
which is the discussion in the next section.
For all manufacturers, forecasts fall mainly into two categories:
1. Sales forecast- to estimate future flow of revenue
to schedule production to meet sales demand, and
2. Stock requirement- to estimate the parts and material
to fill an authorised production plan.
In general sales forecast had been based primarily on past saes
history and the simplest method is to use the average of past data
as a forecast of future sales with some adjustments according to
some other affecting environmental factors. Better methods ultili-
sing' smoothinh techniques' is shown in ADoendix 6.
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With regard to the exact requirements of parts and materials, the
production shcedule for the finished products is 'EXPLODED' by
means of bills of materials or part lists into detail lists of
requirement at specified date. These are compared with stocks and
orders to arrive at the net requirement to be ordered or called off
for delivery to fulfill the programme.
The large variety of items concerned and the forecast method involve
a huge volume of arithematic calculation but an electronic computer
can handle these repetitive and routine calculations at tremendous
speed and without error.
ILLUSTRATION 5




70% 80% 90% 100%
Source: P. Bailey, Fixing Order Levels , Successful Stock Control,
(Gower Press Ltd., 1971), p.113
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6 . 4 Necessityfor buffer stock
Buffer stock , or safety stock , is the averageamount of stock
remainingwhen the order arrives . It thus directly affects the
average stock level . For the manufacturersinterviewed, buffer
stock made up a large proportionf the total inventory, up to
30 % . Generallythe factors affecting the amount of buffer stock
can be summarisedas follows :
1 . Desiredlevel of service,
2 . Accuracyof forecastingmethod ,
3 . Leadtime,
4 . Reviewtime , and
5 . Lot size order quantity.
The lowest cost stock level would be that with sufficientstock to
last until the order previouslyplaced is delivered . But storages
can easily occur should there be any fluctuationof demand or pro -
longed lead time or some other uncontrollablefactors . In order
to reduce such possibility, the best procedureis to provide buffer
stock to absorb the effect of uncontrollablevariables fluctuating
randomly . A small investmentin buffer stock will improve service
readilyfrom null to 80 % as seen in Illustration5 . . . . .
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To achieve high service level, much larger investment is required.
As the risk of stock out becomes quite small, the cost of buffer
stock becomes too high to be justified.
In practice the amount of buffer stock depends solely on the policy
of the individual manufacturer and is usually taken as a multiple
of the number of standard deviation for the probabilistic distribu-
tion of the usage for the particular item. Table 6 & 7 show the
multiples taken for different level of stock out and services.
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TABLE6
Buffer stock table : stock out percentage







Buffer stock table : service level percentage






Source: P . Bailey , " Fixing Order Levels " , SuccessfulStock Control,
( GowerP essLtd . , 1971) , pp . 111 - 112
5
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6.5 Necessity for controlling the stock range
Many manufacturers complaint about poor stock turnover rates. The
main reason was reckoned to be the presence of items which hardly
turn at all.
For one of the local air conditioner manufacturer, a large amount
of old fashioned thermostats was still held in stock simply becausE
the management was reluctant to write them off. But obsolete stock
should be written off promptly so that accounting ratios are not
seriously distorted.
Continuing effort is needed to clear out all kinds of unwanted stocks
and to bring in the necessary stock as requirements change. Other-
wise the range held in stock will never be the right range for the
company's needs. Table 8 gives five approaches for keeping the stock
range right for current requirements.
In order to ensure that only the right stocks are kept, a tidy and
explicit procedure must be enforced, such as:
1. Naming one man as responsible tor saying wnetner to stOCK
nor not,
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2. Naming several people to be responsible for a certain range
of stock, and
3. Scheduling regular committee meetings to review the stock
range and authorise changes.
TABLE 8
Keeping the range right
Weight cost and benefit before
deciding to stock an item
Consider near equivalents before
adding another size to the range
stocked
Before stocking
Review ways to supply the require-
ment without holding stock
Lau ch standardisation and var-
iety reduction programme
After stocking
Identify and eliminate obsolete,
obsolescent and surplus stock
Source: P. Bailey, Keeping The Range of Stock Right , Successtul
Stock Control, (Gower Press Ltd., 1971), p.43
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Aendix 1
Direct mailing list according to the Computer Yearbook 1977
1. Ace Rubber Works
2. Atlas Electronic Corp. Ltd.
3. Business Electronics Ltd.
4. Charter Semiconductor Ltd.
5. Chiap-Hwa Comalco Ltd.
6. Ciba-geigy (HK) Ltd.
7. Collins Industrial Ltd.
8. Crocodile Garment Ltd.
9. Electronic Device Ltd.
10. Fairchild Semiconductor (HK) Ltd.
11. Fang Brothers Textiles Ltd.
12. Fantastic Garment Co. Ltd.
13. Forda Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
14. Garden Co. Ltd.
15. General Electronics (HK) Ltd.
16. Gloria Weaving and Dyeing Co. Ltd.
17. Hagemeyer Far East Ltd.
18. Jan Sin Mee Garments Mfg. Co. Ltd.
19. Lai Sun Garment Co. Ltd.
20. Lam Soon (HK) Ltd.
21. Manhattan Garments Ltd.
22. Motorola Semiconductors (HK) Ltd.
23. Nanyang Cotton Mill Ltd.
24. Outboard Marine
25. Philips Hongkong Ltd.
26. Shun Hing Electronic Trading Co. Ltd.
27. Smart Shirts Manufacturing Ltd.
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28. South China Bleaching $ Dyeing Factory Ltd.
29. Sprague World Trade Corp.
30. Sterling Products Ltd.
31. Swank Shop Ltd.
32. Teledyne Semiconductor
33. Textile Alliance Ltd.
34. Texwood Ltd.
35. Tin's Chemical Industry Co. Ltd.
36. Watson, A.S., Co. Ltd.
37_ Yanatsekiana Garment Mfa. Co. Ltd.
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Appendix 2
Computer suppliers in Hongkong
Name of firm
1. Armitage Associates Ltd.
2. Automated Systems (HK) Ltd.
3. Computer Processing Services
4. Burroughs Machines (HK) Ltd.
5. Dataprep (HK) Ltd.
6. Digital Computer (HK) Ltd.
7. Schmidt & Co. Ltd.
8. IBM World Trade Corp.
9. International Computers Honqkonq Ltd.
10. NCR (HK) Ltd.
11. Nixdorf Computer, Zunz Fu Co. Ltd.
12. Olivetti (HK) Ltd.
13. Oriental Data Systems Ltd.
14. Philips Hongkong Ltd.
15. Ql (Far East) Ltd.
16. Sperry Rand (HK) Ltd.
17. Wang Pacific Ltd.
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Appendix 3
EDP Consultants in Hongkong
Number of
Name of Firm Professional Staff
61. Amda Computing Associates
252. Armitage Associates Ltd.
303. Cable and Wireless Systems Ltd.
244. Chartered On-Line Ltd.
35. Computing Associates
156. EDPS Systems Ltd.
117. Price Waterhouse Associates (MC) Ltd.
78. Ql (Far East) Ltd.
119. Software Development Centre (Far East) Ltd.
310. Evans Computing Ltd.
1711. Oriental Data Systems Ltd.
1012. PA Management Consultants Ltd.
1013. Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
214. Speakman Pascoe Consultants Ltd.
1515. Systems Software Ltd.
1816. The Software House Ltd.
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Appendix 4
Covering letter and questionnaire for direcz mail survey
Dear Mr.
Please allow me to introduce myself. I am Wayford Choy Wing-
Foon, a second-year graduate student at the Lingnan Institute of Busi-
ness Administration, Chinese University of Hongkong. I am writing to
ask for your help in preparing my thesis for the degree of Master of
Business Administration.
My thesis is concerned with an investigation of the extent
to which computers are being used for inventory control by manufacturers
in Hongkong. The enclosed questionnaire establishes the broad outline
and the parameters of my research, and is designed in such a way that
you can complete it in just a few minutes by checking off the appro-
priate answers. Later, if you are willing to assist me further, I would
like to explore some of the questions to a much greater depth by means
of personal interviews with knowledgeable people in your firm.
Let me assure you that all information provided by either
questionnaire or interviews will be guarded in the strictest confidence,
and only summaries of the aggregate data gathered will ever be published.
A copy of my thesis containing the summary data will be provided for each
company that assists me in this study.
I will be most grateful for your help in this matter, and look




CFrTTnN I- HARDWARE CONFIGURATION





e. We use outside data processing services
f. WE do not use automatic data processing
2. what is the configuration of your svstem?
a. Central processor (maKe & mouel)
b. Card reader
c. Optical scanner
How many?d. CRT terminals
How many?e. Teletype terminals
What kind?f. Other terminals
How many?
What kind?g. Low-speed pronter
How many?
Lines-per-minute?h. High-speed printer
What kind and how many?i. Other output devices
3. How was your computer installation acquiredr
Approximate Cost $a. Purchase
perLease payments$-b. Lease
oerRental cost$c. Rental
d. we use pitside data processing services
perat a cost of
SECTION II - SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION
1. What operating system do you use?
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3_ Do you Dlan to develop additional applications?
NoYes
If yes, what are they and how do you plan to acquire them (i e., oy in-house
development, contract development, or purchase of ready-made package)?
SECTION III- FACILITY OPERATION
No1. Do you have a separate data processing aeparzm2nti: Yes
9_ Hnw is your data processing department staffed?
NumberSpeialty
a. Managers






3. How many shifts do you operate?
ThreeTwoOne
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A- nw do users gain access to your facility?
a. Submit fob oraer
b. Direct access via terminal in facility
c. Direct access via terminal at user' s station
5. What safeguards do you use to protect the integrity and security of your
computing system?
a. Control physical access to facility
b. Control electronic access by auL nurIL eu users
diskon tapec. Backup data base
d. Other means( specify):
SECTION IV- POLICIES REGARDING INVENTORIES
1. What is the relative importance of your objectives in maintaining inven-
tories of raw materials?
( 1= most important)
Minimize cost of ordering and stocking
Assure uninterrupted operation of manufacturing process
Stabilize seasonal fluctuation of prices of raw materials
Stockpile against anticipated shortages or interruptions of supply
Minimize capital tied up in inventory
Other objectives( specify)
2. What is the relative importance of your objectives in maintaining inven-
tories of finished goods?
( 1= most important)
Assure stock on hand to fill customers' orders
Minimize warehouse cost
Minimize capital tied up in inventory
Stabilize manufacturing operation
Stockpile for seasonal demand
3. How do you dispose of manufactured goods that do not meet your standards
for first quality or that have become obsolete?





44 . How do you dispose of scrap materials generatedduring your manufacturing
process?
Sell
Use in some other way
Donate to charity
Destroy
5 . Please rank the followinginventoriesin the order ot ( a ) dollar value
( cost ) and ( b ) storagespacerequired.
( 1 = largest, N / A = Not applicable)
StorageValue
Raw materials
Goods- in - process
Finished goods , first quality
Finished goods , second quality
Manufacturing supplies
Scrap or salvage goods
Office supplies
SECTIONV - INVENTORYCONTROL
1 . What type of control is used on the followinginventoriesin your firm ?
BothPeriodicPerpetual
Raw materials
Goods- in - process
Finished goods , first quality
Finished goods , second quality
Manufacturing supplies
Scrap or salvage goods
Office supplies










53. Does your inventory control system provide for forecasting of inventory
requirements and costs?
NeitherCostsRequirements
4. How often do you review the requirements and parameters of your inventory
control system?
monthsAt re4ular intervals of
At irregular intervals as required
5. If your inventory control system is computerized, what criteria are used
to determine which items will be covered by the computerized system?
Not computerized
Value (cost) of items
Type of control (perpetual or periodic)
Warehouse space required
Volume carried in inventory
Necessity to avoid stock-out
other (specify)
6. If you are willing to grant me an interview to learn more about the way in
which your firm exercises inventory control, please enter the name and tele-








Fixed order quantity model
The simplest inventory control model of wide applicability has been deve-
loped for the purpose of balancing two types of costs associated with
inventory control.
1. Cost of restocking- involving requisition, preparation of
purchase order, order placement and follow up, receipt of
chinmpnt. movement to warehouse and so forth, and
2. Cost carrying- involving interest on money tied-up, obso
lescence, depreciation, spoilage, insurance, taxes, shortage
and so forth.-'
Consider the inventory pattern shown in Illustration 6. it is assumea
that the product is consumed at a constant rate and is replenished imme-
diately when the inventory falls below the predetermined level. This
represents the situation where the stock is replenished by purchasing
rather than by producing the item. Furthermore it is assumed that order
quantity is kept the same whenever a requisition is initiated./2
/1 P. Bailey, Fixing Order Quantities, Successful Stock Control,
(Gower Press Ltd., 1971), p.68
/2 H.A. Taha, Inventory Models, Operations Research, (MacMillan
Puhlishina Co. Inc., 1968), PP.441-2
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For a product with the following parameters:
A= Annual usage rate
P= Procurement cost per order
Q= Value of order
q= Quantity of order
S= Stock holding cost per year as fraction of average stock value
u= Annual usage quantity
c= Unit cost of item concern













Source: H. A. Taha," Deterministic Models", Operations Research
An Introduction( Mac Millan Publishing Co. Inc., 1971),
p. 444
P. Bailey," Fixing Order Quantities", Successful Stock Control,
( Gower Press Ltd., 1971), p. 68
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Pu/ qAnnual procurement costThen
Sc( b + ( q / 2 ) )Annual stock holding cost
ucAnnual purchase cost
Total annual variable cost is thereforethe sum of the cost of plac -
ing a year ' s order plus the cost of holdingaveragestock plus the
purchaseof a year ' s supply.
Mathematically, annualvariablecost Pu / q + Sc ( b + ( q / z ) ) + uc
After mathematical optimisation
q = kOptimal order quantity C
Q = K AOptimal order value
2 P
k =where S
To conclude, any inventoryitem used at a predictablerate , procuredat
known unit cost , and deliveredin stable lead time , internal costs are
minimisedwhen order quantity is proportionalto the square root of
usage value rather than directly to demand .
In order to meet the restrictionsconfrontedin different situation , the
above equation can be modified to give more approimatesolutions .
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Appendix 6
Forecasting involving smoothing techniques
Moving average method treats all figures it includes as equally important
and all those it excludes as equally unimportant. It would seem better
to weigh the various usages included in the average so that the older
ones taper off gradually instead of disappearing suddenly. This tech-
nique called 'Exponential Smoothing', works by adding the effect of each
new sales value as it occurs, thus modifying the previous forecast
fiaure.
Mathematically, new forecast= (old forecast)+ . times
(actual usage less old forecast)
where = smoothing constant
Exponential smoothing has the following advantages for routine fore
casting:
1_ Arithmetic is simple,
2. Sensitivity is readily adjustable by change of the smoozning
constant,and
3. Only three figures are required (old forecast, new actuai




Depending on demand characteristics, inventory items can be classified
either as continuous or discrete demand. 1 For continuous demand items,
demand is reasonably smooth at all times. Usually the demand for such
items is independent of the demand of other items.
For discrete demand items, the demand pattern consists of relatively
low requirement during most days but with sudden peaks at infrequent
intervals. Discrete demand generally occurs for components consumed
in the manufacture of finished items. Such demand is often termed
'dependent' since it depends on the demand of the end product. Effec-
tive inventory control for such items involves the techniques of require-
ment planning which determines the precise timing of replenishment order
and tends to drive inventory down to 'zero' in period of no demand./2
/1 R.J. Tersine, Production Order Quantities, Materials Management
and Inventory Systems, l/e (American Elsevier Publishing Co., Inc.
1976), p.136
/2 J.H. Greene, Requirement Planning Systems, Production and Inventory
Control Handbook, 1/e (McGraw Hill, Inc., 1970), pp-17-20
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All inventory systems, including 'Material Requirement Planning' fore
cast demand during lead time and determine the level of reserve stock.
The important difference in a requirement planning system is that the
forecast of demand during lead time is not in relation to past history
but is rather based on the best estimate of demand for the end product.
The choice of an inventory system depends upon whether the items have
dependent or independent demand.
For a manufacturing organization, the number of items that can be best
controlled by a Material Requirement Planning (MRP) system is substan-
tiately greater than the number that can be controlled by a fixed order
size system. However, the most effective is a combination of both
systems.
Further details of MRP system are as follows:/3
1. MRP system is a mean of co-ordinating manufacturing decisions
involving production plans for finished products, the control
of raw material and component part inventory levels, and the
schedulinq of components in fabrication and assembly departments,
2. MRP system can substantiately reduce production costs and invest-
ment while improving customer delivery performance,
3. MRP system is a time-phased quantity and due-date planning sys-
tem based on higher level time-phased demands, forecasts, and
customer orders, and
/3 R.J. Tersine, Production Order Quantities, Materials Management
and Inventory Systems, l/e (American Elsevier Publishing Co., Inc.
1976), p.157
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4. MRP system is primarily a component fabrication planning sys-
tem applicable to discrete items, purchased or manufactured,
which are subject to dependent demand. It relates to groups
of components rather than treating each component as a statis-
tically separate items.
The fixed order size system has numerous disadvantages over the MRP
system and a comparison of them is outlined in Table 9.
TABLE 9




Discrete item demandContinuous item demand
Irregular lead time demandConstant lead time demand
Time-phased ordering signalReorder point ordering signal
Future product baseHistoric demand base
Only end items forecastedAll items forecasted
Quantity time basedQuantity based
Safety stock for end items onlySafety stock for all items
Source: R.J. Tersine, Production Order Quantities, Materials
Management and Inventory Systems, l/e (American Elsevier
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1香 港 製 造 業 電 腦 化 存 貨
控 制 系 統 之 選 樣 研 究 蔡 榮 歡
電 腦 在 今 天 已 成 為 工 商 業 的 一 項 甚 有 價 值 的 工 具 ， 相
信 在 未 來 短 短 的 數 年 內 ， 它 會 被 本 港 工 業 界 廣 泛 利 用 。 電
腦 在 很 多 方 面 都 對 公 司 業 務 有 所 幫 助 ： 例 如 會 計 處 理 、 需
求 分 析 、 財 政 報 告 等 等 都 可 以 由 電 腦 根 據 固 定 的 程 式 來 加
以 計 算 和 處 理 。 在 製 造 業 方 面 ， 廠 商 若 能 適 當 利 用 電 腦 ，
將 可 以 減 低 生 產 成 本 ， 同 時 又 可 以 加 強 製 造 效 率 ， 增 加 其
產 品 在 海 外 市 場 的 競 爭 能 力 。
就 存 貨 控 制 而 言 ， 以 往 的 研 究 和 實 際 應 用 已 經 証 實 電
2腦 化 的 科 學 存 貨 分 析 和 控 制 可 以 減 低 存 貨 的 數 量 和 總 價 值
， 而 同 時 可 以 給 予 顧 客 同 樣 或 甚 至 更 佳 的 服 務 。
本 論 文 為 一 探 討 性 的 調 查 ， 其 調 查 芍 象 為 本 港 已 經 應
用 電 腦 的 製 造 商 。 調 查 目 的 可 分 為 下 列 三 點 ：
一 尋 求 製 造 商 對 電 腦 接 受 的 程 度 。
二 尋 求 製 造 商 目 前 所 施 用 的 存 貨 控 制 方 法 及 其 複 雜 程
度 。
三 提 議 適 當 的 改 進 方 法 。
根 據 一 九 七 七 年 電 腦 年 鑑 ， 本 港 應 用 電 腦 已 有 相 當 時
間 的 共 有 三 十 七 間 。 作 者 此 次 調 查 的 樣 本 ， 就 是 此 三 十 七
3間 製 造 商 中 的 十 一 間 ， 相 當 於 總 數 百 分 之 三 十 。
此 次 調 查 分 為 問 卷 調 查 和 私 人 探 訪 兩 方 面 。 茲 將 研 究
及 調 查 所 得 。 撮 述 其 要 點 如 下 ：
一 大 部 份 製 造 商 都 是 利 用 小 型 電 腦 。 大 約 一 半 的 製 造
商 自 置 電 腦 ， 另 一 半 則 租 用 電 腦 。 通 常 購 置 的 價 值 為 港 幣
十 萬 至 二 十 萬 元 ； 至 於 租 用 電 腦 的 費 用 則 由 每 月 港 幣 一
萬 元 至 二 萬 元 ( 租 用 的 電 腦 多 為 中 型 電 腦 ， 故 此 費 用 稍 為
昂 貴 ) 。
二 目 前 電 腦 應 用 的 軟 件 多 為 承 建 商 所 設 計 。 展 望 未 來 ，
將 會 有 百 份 之 五 十 的 製 造 商 自 聘 專 人 設 計 和 處 理 他 們 所
4需 要 的 軟 件 。
三 在 基 本 原 料 的 存 貨 控 制 方 面 ， 調 查 結 果 約 有 下 列 各
點 ：
1
減 低 因 存 貨 而 引 起 的 額 外 資 金 需 求 。
2 充 足 的 存 貨 可 以 減 少 貨 物 短 缺 的 機 會 。
3 充 足 的 存 貨 可 使 製 造 程 序 不 會 受 到 干 擾 。
4 減 低 訂 貨 和 存 貨 所 引 起 的 支 出 。
5 抵 消 季 節 性 的 價 格 浮 動 。
四 製 成 品 的 存 貨 控 制 ， 其 原 則 與 其 本 原 料 存 貨 控 制 相
同 。
5五 大 部 份 製 造 商 認 為 下 列 各 項 貨 物 都 應 施 行 存 貨 控 制
：
1 基 本 生 產 原 料 。
2 半 製 成 品 。
3 合 乎 規 格 的 製 成 品 。
4 製 作 過 程 上 所 需 的 配 件 。
六 關 於 存 貨 控 制 的 電 腦 軟 件 ， 其 主 要 成 本 參 數 為 下 列
幾 種 ：
1 訂 貨 支 出 成 本 。




七 現 時 被 採 用 的 電 腦 軟 件 ， 通 常 都 應 用 下 列 的 控 制 方




較 為 先 進 的 存 貨 控 制 系 統 則 再 根 據 過 往 的 需 求 ：
1
72 重 新 預 測 未 來 的 需 求 。
3
重 新 釐 定 下 次 再 訂 貨 的 水 平 。
八 某 種 貨 物 需 要 電 腦 化 的 存 貨 控 制 處 理 與 否 ， 大 都 受
決 於 下 列 四 種 因 素 ：
1 存 貨 的 總 數 量
2 存 貨 的 總 價 值
3 此 類 貨 物 銷 售 率 。
4 此 質 貨 物 對 製 造 商 的 盈 利 關 係 。
雖 然 電 腦 給 予 製 造 商 極 為 廣 泛 的 應 用 機 會 ( 尤 其 是 在
成 本 控 制 和 存 貨 控 制 方 面 ) ， 但 部 份 製 造 廠 仍 然 未 全 面 採
8用 電 腦 存 貨 控 制 軟 件 中 的 一 些 特 別 科 學 控 制 方 法 ， 因 而 在
存 貨 處 理 上 仍 多 不 必 要 的 損 耗 。
鑑 於 上 述 因 素 ， 本 論 文 特 別 欲 = 以 簡 單 方 式 闡 釋 存 貨 的 基
本 問 題 與 所 應 遵 守 的 措 施 ， 其 中 提 及 的 有 預 測 需 求 量 方 法
， 控 制 管 理 參 數 之 釐 定 與 重 新 估 計 ， 等 等 。 作 者 希 望 藉 此
可 以 使 有 興 趣 於 存 貨 控 制 的 廠 商 ， 能 進 一 步 暸 解 其 中 的 原
理 ， 並 盡 量 利 用 他 們 現 時 的 電 腦 存 貨 控 制 軟 件 ， 來 減 低 不
必 要 的 資 金 支 出 。


